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ABSTRACT Conjugative plasmids have been identified in a wide variety of different bacteria, ranging from proteobacteria to firmicutes, and conjugation is one of the most efficient routes for horizontal gene transfer. The most widespread mechanism of
plasmid conjugation relies on different variants of the type IV secretion pathway. Here, we describe the identification of a novel
type of conjugative plasmid that seems to be unique for mycobacteria. Interestingly, while this plasmid is efficiently exchanged
between different species of slow-growing mycobacteria, including Mycobacterium tuberculosis, it could not be transferred to
any of the fast-growing mycobacteria tested. Genetic analysis of the conjugative plasmid showed the presence of a locus containing homologues of three type IV secretion system components and a relaxase. In addition, a new type VII secretion locus was
present. Using transposon insertion mutagenesis, we show that in fact both these secretion systems are essential for conjugation,
indicating that this plasmid represents a new class of conjugative plasmids requiring two secretion machineries. This plasmid
could form a useful new tool to exchange or introduce DNA in slow-growing mycobacteria.
IMPORTANCE Conjugative plasmids play an important role in horizontal gene transfer between different bacteria and, as such, in

their adaptation and evolution. This effect is most obvious in the spread of antibiotic resistance genes. Thus far, conjugation of
natural plasmids has been described only rarely for mycobacterial species. In fact, it is generally accepted that M. tuberculosis
does not show any recent sign of horizontal gene transfer. In this study, we describe the identification of a new widespread conjugative plasmid that can also be efficiently transferred to M. tuberculosis. This plasmid therefore poses both a threat and an opportunity. The threat is that, through the acquisition of antibiotic resistance markers, this plasmid could start a rapid spread of
antibiotic resistance genes between pathogenic mycobacteria. The opportunity is that we could use this plasmid to generate new
tools for the efficient introduction of foreign DNA in slow-growing mycobacteria.
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H

orizontal gene transfer (HGT) is a major driving force of
bacterial diversification and speciation. Together with phage
transduction and natural transformation, the exchange of DNA
by the exchange of plasmids is one of the best known mechanisms
for HGT. Transmissible plasmids are classified as being either mobilizable or conjugative (1). Mobilizable plasmids carry the socalled mobility (MOB) region, needed for the actual recognition,
binding, and exchange of the DNA. However, they lack genes coding for the coupling protein and/or the mating pair formation
complex, needed for contacting the recipient cell and production
of a transport channel. The MOB region usually consists of an
oriT, i.e., a short cis-acting DNA sequence, and a gene encoding a
TraA relaxase. Relaxase recognizes the oriT region, cleaves the
strand that will be transferred, and brings it toward the mating
pair formation complex. In addition, the relaxase facilitates the
final stage of conjugation by ligating the DNA in the recipient cell.
The coupling protein and mating pair complex is usually formed
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by a variant of the type IV secretion (T4S) system, which can be
supplied in trans. In contrast, conjugative plasmids contain both
the MOB functions and the T4S locus, which allows them to be
repeatedly transferred to new strains or even new species.
T4S systems are unique secretion systems, due to their ability to
transfer both proteins and nucleic acids (2, 3). Furthermore, they
also show an extraordinary host range, with variants of T4S systems found in Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria and
even Archaea (2, 4). As such, the T4S systems show a remarkable
substrate and unique cell envelope variability, which is also reflected in the variable number of components that are present
within the system. In fact, although T4S machineries can be composed of 12 different proteins, only homologues of 5 proteins are
present in all different systems (2). Probably the best known and
most remarkable T4S conjugative system is the VirB/VirD4 system of Agrobacterium tumefaciens, which is required for the transfer of a DNA fragment, coding for oncogenic and metabolic pro-
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TABLE 1 Characteristics of the pRAW-like plasmids analyzed in this study
Host species

Plasmida

Size (bp)

Reference/source

M. marinum E11
M. avium subsp. hominis suis TH135
M. kansasii ATCC 12478
M. yongonense 05-1390
M. marinum 9800712

pRAW
pMAH135
pMK12478
pMyong1
pMM98

114,229
194,711
144,951
122,976
~127,300

E. M. Weerdenburg et al., submitted
K. Uchiya and K. Ogawa, unpublished data
F. J. Veyrier and M. A. Behr, unpublished data
33
This study

a

Accession numbers: pRAW, HG917973; pMAH135, AP012556; pMK12478, CP006836; pMyong1, JQ657805.

teins, directly from pathogenic bacteria into plant cells (5).
Although T4S-dependent conjugative plasmids have been identified in many different bacteria, they have thus far not been identified in mycobacteria.
Mycobacteria have a highly unusual cell envelope that differs
from both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria. The mycobacterial cell envelope contains an outer membrane that is composed mainly of long-chain fatty acids, known as mycolic acids,
which are partially linked to the arabinogalactan-peptidoglycan
complex and partially present as trehalose-linked dimers (6). Together with a range of other unique lipids, these mycolic acids
form a second hydrophobic layer (7) of extremely low fluidity.
This outer membrane is a nice example of convergent evolution.
To transport proteins across this unusual cell envelope, the mycobacteria use a specialized secretion system known as ESX or type
VII secretion (T7S) (8–10). Thus far, five T7S subtypes have been
described, ESX-1 to -5. The paradigm ESX system is ESX-1, which
is crucial for virulence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis and several
other mycobacterial pathogens (10). ESX-1 is responsible for the
secretion of a number of crucial virulence factors that enable these
pathogens to escape from the phagosome into the cytosol of host
macrophages (11, 12). Interestingly, the homologous ESX-1 system of the nonpathogenic fast-growing Mycobacterium smegmatis
has a completely different role; it has been implicated in an atypical conjugation mechanism that transfers random genomic fragments to other M. smegmatis strains (13, 14). Also, T7S systems
seem to have broad substrate specificity.
Although plasmids are generally absent in M. tuberculosis, they
have been identified in several other mycobacterial species (15–
18). These plasmids can either be circular or linear. Also, conjugation of plasmids in mycobacteria under artificial laboratory
conditions has been described previously, albeit with low efficiencies (19, 20). Recently, a study by Rabello et al. (21) described
efficient conjugation of a plasmid between different mycobacterial
species. This process was also observed in natural conditions.
However, the (complete) sequence of the conjugating plasmid
and the mechanism involved were not elucidated.
In this study, we report the presence of a new circular plasmid
in Mycobacterium marinum. Genetic analysis showed that this
plasmid codes for a putative T7S system, for several genes indicative of a T4S system, and for a relaxase. This plasmid represents the
first fully characterized conjugative plasmid in mycobacteria.
RESULTS

Sequence and widespread presence of pRAW-like plasmids.
Upon completion of the genome sequence of our model organism,
Mycobacterium marinum E11 (E. M. Weerdenburg, A. M. Abdallah,
A. Pain, and W. Bitter, submitted for publication), we noticed the
presence of a large circular plasmid of 114,229 bp. The plasmid, designated pRAW, has an overall GC content of 64%, which is similar to
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that of the M. marinum genome. Automated annotation of this plasmid resulted in the prediction of 99 putative coding sequences.
pRAW showed no extended sequence homology with other known
plasmid sequences of M. marinum or the closely related species Mycobacterium ulcerans. However, highly similar sequences were identified in a number of plasmids from other slow-growing mycobacteria,
including Mycobacterium avium subsp. hominis suis, Mycobacterium
kansasii, and Mycobacterium yongonense (Table 1, Fig. 1), which indicates that this type of plasmid is widespread within the slowgrowing mycobacteria. Closer analysis of these sequences showed
that they all contain a core segment of approximately 55 kb (Fig. 1; see
also Table S1 in the supplemental material). This conserved region
contains a locus coding for a TraA relaxase and a locus with both a
virB4 and a virD4 homologue (respectively, mmarE11p_00780 and
mmarE11p_00860 in pRAW; see Table S1). This virB4/D4 locus also
contained a gene coding for a TcpC homologue (mmarE11p_00810;
see Table S1), which is a protein involved in plasmid conjugation in
Clostridium perfringens and a structural homologue of VirB8 (22).
Finally, this locus contains another small gene coding for a protein
with some homology to VirD4 (mmarE11p_00880). We could not
identify homologues coding for other T4S components, including
the generally conserved components VirB3 and VirB6. The presence
of this combination of genes indicates that this plasmid could be
conjugative, although some conserved T4S components seem to be
absent.
In addition to the genes described above, the conserved plasmid segment also contained a locus coding for a T7S system (Fig. 1
and 2). Mycobacteria contain up to 5 different T7S systems, designated ESX-1 through ESX-5. This new putative ESX system
shows the most homology with ESX-5 (Fig. 2; see also Fig. S1 in the
supplemental material), although gene order and presence were
more like those of ESX-2 (Fig. 2A). The only major difference with
known ESX systems is the presence of two new genes
(mmarE11p_00580 and mmarE11p_00590) putatively coding for
members of the NLP/P60 family of peptidoglycan-associated glycoside hydrolases (Fig. 2A; see also Table S1). These genes are
located at the start of the locus and could indicate that this ESX
system has a novel function compared to those of the known ESX
systems. Because this new system is located on a plasmid and
seems to be different from all known ESX systems, we decided to
name it ESX-P1.
Together, these data show that there is a group of plasmids in
slow-growing mycobacteria that have a highly conserved region coding for a putative relaxase and two different secretion systems putatively involved in plasmid conjugation. To examine the distribution
of these types of plasmids in natural isolates of M. marinum and other
mycobacteria in more detail, we performed pRAW-specific PCRs for
a collection of M. marinum strains. The primers were directed to
conserved sequences of the 3 different regions, i.e., the gene encoding
relaxase, the virB4-like gene, and two different primer pairs for the
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FIG 1 pRAW-like plasmids all have a conserved locus for T4S, T7S, and relaxase. Multiple alignment of pRAW with the 4 other mycobacterial plasmids
mentioned in Table 1. Coding sequences (CDS) of pRAW are indicated with black arrows, and colored regions indicate sequence identity with other plasmids.
Clusters coding for putative T4S and T7S and relaxase are indicated.

esx-P1 locus (see Table S2 in the supplemental material), targeting the
conserved eccC or eccA homologues. As expected, we could amplify a
DNA fragment of the expected size with all primer pairs for E11,
whereas the previously sequenced M strain was negative (Table 2).
Out of the 14 other M. marinum strains, 7 tested positive for at least
one of these primer pairs. Furthermore, 6 out of the 7 positive strains
showed a positive reaction for all PCRs. The PCR-positive M. marinum strains showed a highly diverse origin, with both animal isolates
and clinical isolates (Table 2). Also, one other slow-growing mycobacterium (Mycobacterium parascrofulaceum) showed the presence
of all these genes. Genome sequencing of one of these strains, M. marinum 9800712, confirmed the presence of a core segment with all
three described clusters, which are probably located on a pRAW-like
plasmid (Fig. 1; see also Table S1). These data show that (i) pRAWlike plasmids are widely present in M. marinum and several other
slow-growing mycobacteria (M. yongonense, M. parascrofulaceum,
M. kansasii, and M. avium) and (ii) the presence of these three different gene clusters seem to be strongly linked.
pRAW is a conjugative plasmid and is efficiently transferred.
To determine whether pRAW is indeed a conjugative plasmid, we
had to introduce a selection marker. Because this plasmid is too
large to be manipulated by recombinant DNA methods and ho-
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mologous recombination is notoriously difficult in mycobacteria,
we decided to use another approach. We used a large Himar1
transposon library of M. marinum E11. Hypothetically, these
transposons, containing a kanamycin resistance gene, will randomly insert in the genome and in the pRAW plasmid. Subsequently, we performed conjugation experiments with another
M. marinum strain as the recipient, i.e., M. marinum M supplemented with a plasmid encoding hygromycin resistance and
DsRed. Selection was on plates containing both antibiotics, and
colonies were examined for the presence of red fluorescence. The
prediction is that colonies growing on these selection plates will
belong to strain M and contain a pRAW-like plasmid with a transposon insertion. Because both parent strains have been sequenced
(23) (Weerdenburg et al., submitted), we could develop primers
specific for genes unique for both strains (see Table S2). The obtained putative transconjugant colonies were analyzed using these
species-specific primers, which showed that all positive colonies
belonged to the M strain, as expected. Subsequently, we determined the location of the transposon for 15 independent
transconjugant colonies by performing ligation-mediated PCR.
All colonies had a transposon insertion within the pRAW plasmid,
in total at 5 different locations (Table 3). This experiment shows
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FIG 2 Plasmid-encoded ESX-P1 systems form a homogeneous group that is most homologous to the ESX-5 systems. (A) Gene map showing the esx-P1 locus
from pRAW using esx-2 and esx-5 of M. tuberculosis as the reference. Gene colors are similar to those used in reference 9. The gray gene, which is exclusively
present in esx-1, esx-2, and esx-P1, codes for a member of the MinD/ParA protein family. Black genes are unique and have no homologue within the esx loci. (B)
Phylogenetic tree based on ClustalW2 alignment showing EccC proteins of the different Esx-P1 T7S systems and different EccC proteins from the known
mycobacterial T7S systems (ESX-1 through ESX-5). For comparison, we used the EccC proteins from M. marinum (M) and M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis and
EccC1 and EccC2 from M. tuberculosis H37Rv.

not only that the pRAW plasmid is conjugative but also that chromosomal regions are not (co)transferred with high frequency;
otherwise, we would have identified transposon insertions in
chromosomal DNA as well. Although this experiment showed
transfer of the pRAW plasmid, still some essential transfer functions could have been provided by the donor genome. Therefore,
we performed a second conjugation experiment using one of the
newly created strains, i.e., M. marinum M strain with pRAW containing a transposon insertion at bp 47,881 (colony 4 in Table 3),
as the donor and M. marinum M with a streptomycin resistance
marker integrated on the genome as the recipient. Since we now
had a version of the pRAW plasmid with a selectable marker, we
could also determine conjugation efficiency in the same experiment. This experiment showed that the transposon-containing
pRAW plasmid could indeed be conjugated to another M strain,
indicating that this plasmid contains all information required for
conjugation (Fig. 3). Furthermore, conjugation efficiency, after
filter-based conjugation and overnight incubation, was on average
6.3 (⫾6.0) ⫻ 10⫺2 (n ⫽ 5), which means that 1 out of 16 recipient
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cells had received the pRAW plasmid, indicating highly efficient
transfer.
Because we used a pRAW variant with a transposon insertion
that was selected after a conjugation procedure, we could have
selected for mutants with increased conjugation efficiency. Therefore, we determined conjugation efficiency of an isolate with a
different transposon insertion (i.e., colony number 2 in Table 3).
Although this isolate conjugated efficiently to a new M. marinum
strain, the conjugation frequency was lower, i.e., 1 in 250 (n ⫽ 3)
(Fig. 3). The transposon in the high-efficiency conjugation mutant is inserted at bp 58700, which is an intergenic region just in
front of hypothetical gene p00530. Possibly, this gene plays a role
in the regulation of conjugation. In conclusion, the conjugation
frequency of transposon-containing pRAW variants is high.
pRAW has a restricted host range. Genome sequencing had
shown that pRAW-like plasmids are present in different slowgrowing mycobacteria (Table 1, Fig. 1). Furthermore, we also
identified close homologues of the conserved plasmid domain in
three unfinished genome sequencing of slow-growing mycobac-
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TABLE 2 Presence of pRAW-conserved loci in different M. marinum strains and other slow-growing mycobacteria
Mycobacterium species

Strain

Source

M. marinum
M. marinum
M. marinum
M. marinum
M. marinum
M. marinum
M. marinum
M. marinum
M. marinum
M. marinum
M. marinum
M. marinum
M. marinum
M. marinum
M. marinum
M. marinum
M. chelonae
M. fortuitum
M. kansasii
M. parascrofulaceum
M. triviale
M. xenopi

E11
MUSA
E6
E7
E12
E15
E16
14641
18347
551962
9800607
9800712
9801756
9900036
2000-01053
2001-00796
RIVM1010700496
RIVM082273
852
RIVM600526
St5
RIVM1010700367

Fish
Human
Fish
Fish
Fish
Fish
Fish
Human
Human
Reptile
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human

a

Human

PCR resulta
eccCP1

eccAP1

virB4-like

traA/relaxase

⫹
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫹
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫺

⫹
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫹
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫺

⫹
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫹
⫹
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫺

⫹
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫹
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫺

⫹, DNA fragment amplified of roughly the expected size; ⫺, no DNA fragment amplified.

teria, including Mycobacterium parascrofulaceum ATCC BAA614
and two M. avium strains (11-0986 and 10-5581). These data show
that these types of plasmids are widespread in slow-growing mycobacteria. To examine the host range of the pRAW conjugative
plasmid, we performed conjugation experiments with a number
of fast-growing mycobacteria and some slow-growing species
(Table 4). Interestingly, successful conjugation could be established for the slow-growing species M. tuberculosis and Mycobacterium bovis BCG. In contrast, we obtained only occasional spontaneous resistant colonies and no transconjugants for any of the
six fast-growing mycobacteria tested and for the slow-growing
species Mycobacterium triviale. Apparently, pRAW seems to be
limited to (some) slow-growing mycobacteria. To further examine whether the pRAW plasmid is indeed self-sufficient for conjugation, we next tested whether the newly created M. tuberculosis
strain containing pRAW could function as a donor. In a new conjugation experiment, using three independent M. tuberculosis colonies containing pRAW as the donor, efficient transfer to an
empty M. marinum M acceptor strain could be observed.
Both the virB4 homologue and eccCP1 are essential for plasmid conjugation. The conserved region of this new type of plasmid

contains both a locus for a T7S system (esx-P1) and a variant T4S
system. Since both these systems have been linked to conjugation
previously (2, 13), we wondered which of these systems was involved
in pRAW conjugation. To study this, we identified mutants in
the eccCP1 gene (mmarE11p_00610) and the virB4 homologue
(mmarE11p_00780), which are usually coding for essential components of the T7S and T4S systems, respectively. We selected these
mutants by screening batchwise our random transposon library using one transposon-specific primer and one primer located near our
gene of interest (see Materials and Methods). Once a batch tested
positive, single colonies from this batch were tested. Using this approach, we identified transposon insertions in both genes (Table 3).
Subsequent testing of these mutants in conjugation experiments
showed that both genes were in fact crucial for conjugation, i.e., no
transconjugants could be identified. To confirm these results, we
complemented these mutations by introducing a plasmid with a
functional copy of the disrupted genes. As expected, complementation of these mutations restored conjugation of the pRAW plasmid.
These data show that both the variant T4S system and T7S system
ESX-P1 are essential for conjugation, indicating that a unique conjugation mechanism is probably involved.
DISCUSSION

TABLE 3 Transposon insertion sites in pRAW of M. marinum M
recipient colonies
Colony
USA

M
1
MUSA 2
MUSA 3
MUSA 4
MUSA 5
Type VII 1
Type IV 1

Transposon
insertion site (bp)

Gene affected

47881-47882
46290-46291
8752-8753
58700-58701
58664-58665
68840-68841
90304-90305

mmarE11p_00410
mmarE11p_00400
mmarE11p_00080
Intergenic
Intergenic
eccCP1 (mmarE11p_00610)
mmarE11p_00780 (virB4-like)
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The unique outer membrane of mycobacteria is not evolutionary
related to the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria. As a
consequence, outer membrane proteins and cell envelope transport systems are completely different between these classes of bacteria. This difference is exemplified by the only mycobacterial
outer membrane porin with known structure, MspA (24). Although this protein forms a beta-barrel, similar to Gram-negative
outer membrane porins, the actual structure and sequence is completely different. Therefore, at first sight, it seems surprising that a
variant T4S system is present in mycobacteria to produce a mating
pair complex. There are two important aspects that could help to
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FIG 3 Conjugation of pRAW between two different M. marinum M strains, i.e., a pRAW containing donor and empty acceptor strain. The plate on the left shows
a control selection plate with only recipient cells that have not been in contact with donor cells; the other two plates show recipient cells that have been incubated
for 48 h with two different donor strains carrying pRAW with a transposon insertion at bp 58700 (middle plate) or bp 46290 (right plate). Donor cells do not
grow on these selection plates.

explain this ambiguity. The first aspect is that T4S systems have an
extraordinary variability, both in the nature of the secreted substrate and in the adaptation to different cell envelope architectures; T4S systems are involved in plasmid conjugation in a wide
variety of species ranging from Gram-negative bacteria to Archaea
(2, 3). Another special feature showing the variability of T4S systems is that, although these systems usually operate as a one-step
mechanism, some variants secrete substrates from the periplasm
(25). The second aspect that could indicate why T4S could function in mycobacteria is that we, thus far, have identified only inner
membrane or cytoplasmic components of the T4S system, i.e.,
homologues of the ATPase VirB4 and VirD4 and a structural homologue of the inner membrane protein VirB8, whereas the proteins that form the periplasmic/outer membrane complex (VirB7,
VirB9, and VirB10) and even some conserved components of the
inner membrane (VirB3, VirB6) are missing. We hypothesize two
different possibilities. The first is that the outer membrane components have yet to be identified; they might, for instance, be
encoded by the other genes of the variant T4S locus on the conjugative plasmids. This locus contains more than 10 genes, and,
apart from the three genes mentioned, no clear functions can be
assigned to these genes based on homology searches, but some of
them are coding for proteins with putative transmembrane domains. In this scenario, the ESX-P1 system or its substrates could
function as an adhesion structure, required for the initiation of
cell-cell contact, while the variant T4S system forms the mating
pair complex. The other possibility is that the variant T4S system
forms a mating pair complex together with the ESX-P1 complex.

If this second hypothesis is true, one would expect structural adaptations to the ESX-P1 machinery to accommodate interaction
with the T4S system. Apart from the presence of two new members of the NLP/P60 protein family, we see no obvious differences
between ESX-P1 and other T7S systems. Interestingly, one of the
missing components that is usually conserved in the T4S system is
VirB1 (26), which is in fact also an NLP/P60 protein. Therefore,
perhaps these NLP/P60 proteins encoded by the ESX-P1 cluster
form the bridge between the two secretion systems.
Because both the variant T4S and ESX-P1 are required for conjugation, the total domain required for this function, including
the relaxase-encoding gene locus, accounts for more than 40 kb.
This means that in fact most of the 55-kb conserved region of the
5 sequenced pRAW-like plasmids is linked to conjugation (Fig. 1;
see also Table S1 in the supplemental material). The other conserved genes are coding mainly for hypothetical (plasmid) proteins. In addition to this large conserved region, each plasmid also
contains unique loci. The functions of the nonconserved genes of
plasmid pRAW-like plasmids seem to be highly variable, indicating that these plasmids evolve relatively quickly. Thus far, we have
been unable to link any putative physiological function to the
specific region of pRAW, although we noticed a large number of
genes with a predicted regulatory function. We also tested the
virulence of M. marinum M with and without the pRAW plasmid
in zebrafish embryos and could not find any clear differences (results not shown).
Apart from the observation that two secretion systems are both
essential for conjugation, the most surprising finding is that the

TABLE 4 Mycobacterial species examined as recipient for pRAW
Mycobacterium species
M. smegmatis
M. fortuitum
M. phlei
M. chelonae
M. holsaticum
M. gilvum
M. triviale
M. tuberculosis
M. bovis

Strain
2

MC 155
RIVM082273
RIVM1010601174
RIVM1010700496
RIVM1010601271
NCTC10942
st5
MC2 6020
BCG Pasteur

Slow/fast growing

Conjugationa

Fast
Fast
Fast
Fast
Fast
Fast
Slow
Slow
Slow

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫹

a ⫹, multiple colonies on selection plates that belong to the acceptor strain and do contain the pRAW plasmid (as checked by PCR); ⫺, no colonies on the selection plates or only
colonies that do not contain the pRAW plasmid (false positives).
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presence and transfer of pRAW-like plasmids seem to be limited
to slow-growing mycobacteria. The genus Mycobacterium can be
roughly divided in two clades based on the appearance or not of
visible colonies within 7 days of incubation (27). Genomic analysis showed that this growth difference also marks the difference
between two genetic clades, although the actual physiological difference has not been identified yet. Our results with the pRAW
plasmid could indicate that the cell envelopes of fast- and slowgrowing mycobacteria have a fundamental difference, leading to
host variation. The only exception seems to be the slow-growing
Mycobacterium triviale, which was not able to receive the plasmid.
Interestingly, M. triviale is one of the earliest branching slowgrowing mycobacteria, and its classification shows some problematic characteristics (28). However, perhaps the host variation of
mycobacterial conjugative plasmids is more variable; genome
BLAST analysis did show weaker homologues of the pRAW T4S
system in the genome sequences of the fast-growing Mycobacterium chubuense NBB4 and Mycobacterium rhodesiae JS60. Therefore, different version of these plasmids could perhaps be able to
cross the boundary between fast- and slow-growing mycobacteria.
Based on our genetic analysis of different M. marinum strains
and the identification of similar pRAW-like plasmids in other species (Tables 1 and 2), we conclude that the presence of these conjugative plasmids is widespread in slow-growing mycobacteria.
The notable exception is M. tuberculosis, which is, with thousands
of strains sequenced (29, 30), the most studied mycobacterial species. We have demonstrated in this study that M. tuberculosis can
be efficiently targeted by this plasmid. Furthermore, it has also
been demonstrated previously that conjugal transfer of plasmids
between slow-growing mycobacteria, i.e., M. avium and M. kansasii, can occur in mixed infections in a patient (21). Therefore,
perhaps the most probable explanation is that these conjugative
plasmids are sometimes transferred to, but not stably maintained
in, M. tuberculosis. Of course, this situation could change if one of
these conjugative plasmids would acquire antibiotic resistance
markers, enabling M. tuberculosis to survive antibiotic treatments.
Therefore, the spread and evolution of pRAW-like plasmids are a
potential future threat that has to be studied and monitored in
detail. Another reason to study this conjugative plasmid is that it
could provide a highly efficient way to introduce genetic material
in these difficult bacteria, using more genetically amenable mycobacteria such as M. marinum as an intermediate, and could further
extend the genetic toolbox of tuberculosis researchers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains and culture conditions. M. marinum wild-type strain
MUSA (23) and E11 (31) were routinely grown in Middlebrook 7H9 liquid
medium or Middlebrook 7H10 agar supplemented with 10% Middlebrook albumin-dextrose-catalase (ADC) or oleic acid-albumin-dextrosecatalase (OADC), respectively (BD Biosciences), and 0.05% Tween 80.
The recipient MUSA strains contain either a pSMT3 plasmid with hygromycin resistance marker and DsRed (31) or a streptomycin resistance
cassette and a lacZ reporter gene integrated on its genome using integration vector pSM128 (32). When required, antibiotics were added at the
following concentration: kanamycin, 25 mg/ml; hygromycin, 50 mg/ml;
and streptomycin, 35 mg/ml. To determine the distribution of pRAW-like
plasmids, we used a large collection of animal and human isolates of
M. marinum. Most of these strains have been described previously (31),
and the human isolates were derived from the RIVM National Mycobacteria Reference Laboratory. For the conjugation experiments, we used the
mycobacterium species mentioned in Table 2, which were obtained from
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the same reference laboratory. Escherichia coli strain DH5␣ was used for
all cloning procedures and cultured at 37°C in LB liquid broth or solid LB
agar.
Conjugation. For mating experiments, the different strains were first
freshly grown to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) between 1.2 and 1.5.
Cells of a 1-ml culture were isolated by centrifugation and resuspended in
50 l 7H9 broth without Tween 80. The suspensions of both donor and
recipient cells were pooled and pipetted on a membrane filter (0.45 m,
type HA; Merck Millipore) that were placed on top of a 7H10 plate. The
plates where then incubated at 30°C for different time periods (24 h, 48 h,
and 72 h). After incubation, the filter, together with the dried pellet, was
gently placed into a sterile 15-ml falcon tube. A total of 2 ml 7H9 broth
supplemented with 0.05% Tween 80 was added to the filter, and the cell
pellet was resuspended by vortexing. Different dilutions of this suspension were plated on 7H10 plates supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics. For the determination of the conjugation efficiency, plates were
used to select for all recipient cells. Based on the genome sequences of
MUSA and E11, we generated two specific PCR primer pairs for strainspecific regions (primers in Table 4).
Complementation of mutants. To complement the mutants, three
different constructs were made. The eccCP1 gene, the virB4-like gene, or
the eccBCP1 operon were amplified by PCR with Phusion DNA polymerase (Thermo Scientific) using M. marinum E11 isolated DNA as the template and the primers indicated in Table S2 in the supplemental material.
The primers also contained restriction sites for AflII, HindIII, or PacI, as
indicated. After amplification by PCR, DNA fragments of the correct size
were extracted from gel, digested with the appropriate enzymes, and used
for cloning in digested pSMT3-enhanced green fluorescent protein
(eGFP). Resulting clones were analyzed by colony PCR and sequencing.
Correct plasmids were transformed to M. marinum E11 containing
pRAW with the transposon insertion in the eccCP1 and virB4-like genes.
Subsequently, conjugation experiments were performed as described
above.
Genome sequencing. One microgram of DNA from M. marinum
strain 9800712 was used to prepare libraries for next-generation sequencing (NGS) according to the manufacturer’s instruction using the Illumina
genomic DNA sample preparation kit (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA).
The DNA libraries were sequenced on Illumina HiSeq2000 technology
(Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA) according to the manufacturer’s specifications.
Illumina assembly and annotation process. For the assembly of the
M. marinum 9800712 genome and the plasmid, an Illumina paired-end
library was used. First, the short reads were assembled with Velvet. We
further manually improved the plasmid assembly by using the pRAW
plasmid of the M. marinum E11 strain sequence of the orthologous genes
and some directed PCR amplification experiments to connect different
contigs. For the pMM98 plasmid function annotation, we used PROKKA
(http://bioinformatics.net.au/prokka-manual.html) for ab initio annotation. A Bespoke PERL script merged both annotations, choosing the
RATT transferred gene models if in a region the PROKKA gene model
overlapped the RATT model. The pRAW plasmid has 98 predicted
protein-coding genes.
Nucleotide sequence accession number. The plasmid sequence of
pRAW was deposited in the GenBank database (accession number
HG917973).

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Supplemental material for this article may be found at http://mbio.asm.org
/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1128/mBio.01744-14/-/DCSupplemental.
Figure S1, TIF file, 0.9 MB.
Table S1, XLS file, 0.04 MB.
Table S2, PDF file, 0.1 MB.
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